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ABSTRACT 
A method in the form of a computer program is presented 
which will determine the capacitance and inductance matrix for 
' 
a system of conductors embedded in a multilayered dielectric 
region. The numerical technique is that of the method of moments 
which uses·a free space Green's function to determine the unknown 
charge densities on the interfaces. The particular application 
of the method of moments uses impulses as the weighting functions 
and pulses as the basis functions. The conductors are above an 
infinite ground plane and are of finite thickness. The program 
has the option of adding an upper ground plane and of selectively 
grounding conductors. 
• 
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INTRODUCTION 
As integrated circuits have become increasingly faster, 
greater attention is being devoted to the interconnection 
medium between t~~~e circuits, since the delays and signal 
degradation occurring going from IC to IC are becoming major 
factors in system performance and data reliability. In the 
past, most of the delay in a system was due ~o the intrin-
sically slow nature of the internal circuit elements, and 
little attention was paid to the interconnection of these 
circuits, since that impact was of little consequence to 
0 
the overall system. In todays high speed systems, this inter-
connection medium takes the form of transmission lines, 
which are used to make interconnections between adjacent chips, 
or to-·metal runners between active devices contained on the 
same chip. The characteristici of these transmission lines 
directly determine the properties of the propagating signal 
and its influence on that of adjacent signal lines. Factors 
such as signal delay and reflection, in addition to line 
coupling are a function of the basic parameters of the trans-
mission line, that being the inductance and capacitance per 
unit length of line. The inductance and capacitance per unit 
length of the line are inturn determined by the physical param-
eters such as line dimensions, line spacing, and surrounding 
dielectric values, in addition to the separation from a refer-
ence potential. ·Fora multi-conductor system, there exists in 
addition to the inductance and capacitance per unit length for 
the line of interest, a inductance and capacitance per unit 
2 
length between conductors due to electromagnetic coupling. An 
important element in this analysis of the interconnection 
problem, is the ability to determine these inductances and 
capacitances. As wiring densities and signal switching speeds 
have increased, it becomes important to develop tools that will 
' provide the designer of a system or chip the ability to predict 
the impact that the transmission line has on ~erformance. 
The thesis undertaken here examines these basic character-
istics of signal lines, and results in a simulation program that 
enables a designer to examine the varying degrees of signal 
line interaction based on conductor placement and surrounding 
dielectric values. The simulation is based in two dimensions, 
implying that the conductors are infinite in length. Inputs 
to the simulation are the x,y coordinates of the Ne conductors, 
and the dielectric interfaces along with the associated dielec-
tric values. The output is an Ne x Ne array of capacitance II 
coefficients and an Ne x Ne array of inductance coefficients. 
The main diagonal in the arrays is the self capacitance or induc~ 
tance values, with the off diagonal values representing capac-
itive or inductive coupling between conductors. Thus a designer 
will be able to run simulations with various conductor placements 
and surrounding dielectrics, and to obtain results for the amount 
of signal coupling that each condition exhibits. 
The next section begins by exploring the theory of electro-
"·. 
magnetic interaction, based on the theory of image charge. Next 
are presented equations that are used as a foundation for this 
3 
thesis. Following that, the method of moments is described 
which is the mathmatical technique used for solving the 
system of equations that were generated. After discussion of 
the methods of moments technique, the procedure will be related 
specifically to the solution of the electromagnetic coupling 
problem. The results obtained are compared with those found in 
' 
the literature and done by other sources. 
THEORY 
The problem of multiconductor transmission lines embedded 
in dielectric layers is solved by using a Green's function which 
is obtained from image theory coupled with a method of moments 
solution [1]. Here, the free space application of Green's 
function is used, which is the solution to the integral form of 
of Laplace's equation. This tipe of problem has led to many 
variations in·its form of solution. Common to most methods of 
solution is the solving of Laplace's equation, usually involving 
the formulation of a Green's function subject to certain bound-
ary conditions. One of the most common approaches has been 
through the use of conformal mappings constructed from the 
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. This analytic approach is 
limited to systems of relatively simple goemetries. For more 
complex systems numerical techniques such as variational methods 
or finite difference methods are used [2]-[7]. 
The approach used here is an extension of the variational 
method, which involves the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz or 
Galerkin's method, requiring the inversion of a large order 
4 
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matrix. In this technique, the conductor and dielectric sur-
faces are divided into small subareas, and a constant surface 
charge density is assumed on each subarea. The constant charge 
densities on the subareas are then determined so that they 
satisfy the potential function under the appropriate boundary 
conditions. This approach results in approximating the surface 
charge den~ity by a staircase function, with each step in the 
staircase corresponding to a subarea. Thus this method is 
really a technique that reduces the defining integral equation 
; \ into an approximate matrix equation. This technique. has the 
inherent advantage that the Green's functions are relatively 
easy to formulate, but requires the solution of a larger matrix 
equation [8]. 
In general, analysis of a multiconductor transmission line 
is very involved, especially if the response at very high 
frequencies is desired. A complete approach to the time domain 
solution involves the solution of Maxwell's equations. 
Fundamental to almost all of the techniques is the assumption 
that the mode of propagation for the waves is transverse electro-
magnetic (TEM). With this approach, the multiconductor system 
can be described by a system of partial differential equations 
in the time domain, or by ordinary differential equations in I 
the frequency domain, with the line parameters being described 
in terms of the circuit theory parameters inductance and 
capacitance per unit length [9]. In actuality, real transmission 
lines exhibit a finite resistance and are surrounded by lossy 
5 
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dielectrics, thus giving rise to transverse electric (TE) and 
transverse magnetic (TM) modes of propagation. For most cases 
the longitudinal components of the TE and TM modes are much 
smaller than the transversal components of the TEM mode, allow-
ing for a purely TEM approximation to be made. Under,this 
quasi-TEH approximation the problem reduces to the determination 
of the capacitance matrix of the system. With the above 
assumptions, the self inductance and mutual inductance are 
found to be related to the self capacitance and mutual capaci-
tance by using a simple relationship. Therefore it is not 
necessary to determine the inductance values separately. 
As stated previously, this approach relies on the ability 
to easily formulate a Green's function, which in this case is 
obtained from image theory. The method: of images is a way of 
finding the fields produced by charges in the presence of 
dielectric or conducting boundaries with certain symmetries. 
The simplest is that of a single point charge above an infinite 
conducting ground plane. The boundary conditions require that 
• along the interface of the conducting plane the potential remain 
zero [10]. Thus if a charge of +Q exists at x = +d above the 
ground plane, a charge of -Q is placed at x = -d below the ground 
plane, called the image charge. 
This solution is one of solving an electrostatic field 
problem. The electrostatic potential difference between two 
points is defined as @1 -
at infinity as being zero, 
m2 = -r E·dl . Defining the potential 
the potential at point p for a system 
6 
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• lS ~ = Q.1. + Q.2. + Q.a + . . . (1) 
41tERl 
0 
41tER2 
0 
41tER3 
0 
For the case of a continuous charge density: 
~(r) = J q(r')dY' 
41tER 
0 
(2) 
Thus the potential at a point p due to a charge Q and.its 
-~ 
-~ image is given by~= Q{[(x-d) 2 + y 2 + 2 2 ] - [(x+d) 2 + y 2 + z 2 ]}/4R~ 
For x = 0, . which is the surf ace of the infinite ground plane, 
it can easily be seen from the above equation that the 
potential reduces to zero. Therefore the above equation 
is valid for any charge present above the infinite ground 
plane ( x > 0 ). Note, for x < 0, the equation is not valid 
since inside the conducting ground plane the conductor potential 
must be zero. Also note that if the ground plane were at 
another potential other than z~ro, this· constant value would 
simply be added to the above expression [10]. 
The above discussion relates to a three dimensional case 
where we have a point charge. As earlier stated, the simulation 
will be two dimensional and therefore the image of a line 
charge must be used. The electric field for a line charge 
is given E = Q/2nEr. By integrating the electric field E, 0 
.. 
the potential due to the line charge becomes~= -(Q/2IlE)ln(r). 
0 
Applying the concept of an image charge, as was done in the 
three dimepsional case one obtains: 
r ~ \ 2 ~ 1 (Q/2rcE)ln{[(x-d) 2 + y 2 ] / 0 
~ [(x+d)2+ y2]} (3) 
Hence, th s equation becomes the basic equation from which 
the simul tion is derived. 
( __ ~ 
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Having now explained the theory and utilization of image 
charge, on which this simulation is based, I will precede 
to more fully define the problem addressed. The transmission 
lines are assumed to be of arbitrary cross section, but uniform 
along their length. In addition the surrounding dielectrics 
are assumed tp be homogeneous, and the trans~ission lines 
. 
are assumed to be non-resistive, thus allowing only for the 
propagation of TEM type waves at any frequency. In TEM waves, 
the electric field vector and the magnetic field vector have 
only components perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
along the line. Thus for our case, where the wave propagates 
in the z direction, E2 and H2 are zero. In general, the presence 
of inhomogeneous dielectrics and lossy lines implies that a 
pure TEH mode of propagation c~not occur. However for cases 
where the cross-sectional dimensions of the line are sufficiently 
smaller than the wavelength of the highest frequency component 
and the losses are small, the longitudinal field components are 
l 
I much smaller than the transverse components. Therefor~ these 
waves can be approximated as TEM waves and are known as quasi-
TEM waves [9]. 
The transmission line system consists of an arbitrary 
number of conductors embedded in a arbitrary number of dielec-
trics, which are above an infinite ground plane. The ground 
plane extends from x ~ + oo to x = 
- 00 • The dielectric interfaces 
can be arbitrarily oriented and can be defined to proceed out 
to x = +/- oo. Figure 1 shows a system of arbitrarily oriented 
( 
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conductors embedded in infinite dielectrics for cases with and 
without an upper ground plane. Alternatively the dielectrics 
, 
can be terminated at some finite value of x, as in fig. 2. 
For a system of Ne conductors, we would obtain a Ne x Ne 
matrix of capacitance and inductance coefficients. The capaci-
tance coefficients for a conductor are defin~d as the free charge 
per unit length on the surface of the conductor when all conduc-
tors are grounded except for that conductor which is set to a 
potential of one volt. Similarly a coupling capacitance between·· 
conductors can be determined, which is the free charge induced 
on the ith conductor due to jth conductor being set at a potential 
of one volt and all other conductors being grounded. In addition 
to the capacitance matrix, an inductance matrix can also be 
obtained for our system of conductors.: First the free space 
capacitance matrix must be found. This is found in the same 
manner as the above capacitance matrix, with the exception 
that all the dielectric constants are reduced to unity, which 
is the relative dielectric constant of free space. The matrix 
is then inverted and multiplyed by µE, resulting in the 0 
inductance matrix. Once the capacitance and inductance matrixes 
have been determined, an equivalent circuit model for the 
multiconductor system can be developed. It should be noted that 
the dielectrics are treated as lossless. 
In order to evaluate the the capacitance and inductance 
matrices, the free charge on each of the conducting surfaces 
is required. The solution is based on replacing all the 
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11 
conducting surfaces and dielectric layers by equivalent layers 
of unknown charge densities [l],[11],[12]. These charge densi-
ties are given in units of total charge density per unit area crt. 
Once a relationship is established between the free charge 
density and the conductor potentials, the coefficients of the 
capacitance matrix can easily be found. This can be done by 
using the boundary conditions at the dielectric to dielectric 
and dielectric to conductor interfaces, thus obtaining the 
free charge from the total charge. The total charge crt consists 
•. 
of both free and polarized charge in the case of a conductor 
to dielectric interface. In the case of a dielectric to 
dielectric interface, the total charge is due entirely to the 
polarization charge. 
At a point pin the xy plarie above the ground P.lane, the 
potential is given by the following equation: 
~(p) = 
Note that this 
.,,,.... 
1 2Jat:(P ')ln := - =: '. dl, 
2TC€ Ip - p I 
is similar to the equation derived 
(4) 
earlier, 
with Q replaced by crt [1]. Also the potential at point pis 
due to the charge caused by all the conductors Ne in the system, 
thus we obtain a summation of these integrals with the index 
d running from 1 to Ne. As to the notation used for the coord-
inates, primed coordinates represent the source points, and 
unprimed coordinates are the locations for the field calculation. 
Thus~, and~, represent source point and the image of the 
source point respectively. See figure 3 for coordinate system. 
The electric field is by E(p) = -grad[~(p)J. Taking the 
12 
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gradient of I, as given in equation 4, the following equation 
for electric field is obtained: 
__ 1_2Jat:(P, J P - P, _f?_-_p~' dl, 
2 L I - - ' 12 I - ~ ' /2 Trco I p - p I I p p I 
E(p) = (5) 
field The above equation is valid provided that the desired 
' point does not reside on any of the interfaces. If the field 
point resides on the interface, the Electric field is then 
• I ' ' 
found by takinglfhe limit of the above equation, resulting 
in the following expression: 
E± ( P) = 1 XJat: (p,) p - p, -
2 I - - '12 TrEo , P - P I 
r,; 
p-p' dl' 
, - ~ ' 12 
,P - p I 
+ n ae{f>) 
2€0 
The inclusion of the term± n ae{p) resulted from taking the 
2€0 
limit as the field point approaches the interface, since at 
the interface E~-J1E+ - E~+1-J1E- = crt. Since E+ equals E-
the above expression can be rewritten as E+ = at and E- = - Qt 
2E0 
The 
2E0 
with this resulting constant term added to the integral. 
equation for E±(p) can be expressed as having two components: 
(6) 
E(Principal Value), which is the integral portion of the 
equation, and ±E(Interface), which is the constant resulting 
from taking the limit of (4) as the field point approaches the 
interface. Here, n is the unit normal vector to the interface 
at the field point p. The side of the interface towards which p 
points is called the positive side of the interface. Conversely 
the side of the interface away from which n points is 
designated the negative side of the interface. Thus E+(~) is 
the electric field on the positive side of the interface and 
E-(p) is the electric field on the negative side of the 
14 
interface. 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
On each conductor interface the potential is constant. 
In our case we set the potential on the ith conductor equal 
' to one volt in order evaluate the free charge per unit length 
on its surface. Thus ~(p) = v~ = 1 volt if plies on 
a conductor to dielectric interface. Therefore the following 
equation results [1] : 
1 2Ja1:(i.5')ln ::; dl' 
2rcE0 ,'p - P , 
= 1 volt (7) 
The boundary conditions at any dielectric to dielectric 
interface can be found by using the relations between the 
normal flux density components across a dielectric boundary 
and with the aid of the integral form of Gauss's Law [13]. 
Taking an infintesimal small area of surface on the interface, 
the net flux emanating from this surface area is equal to the 
\ free charge per unit area Of, multiplied by the surface area AS-.. 
Thus by Gauss's Law, th~-'normal components of flux become: 
(8) 
Dividing through by S, we obtain 
Dn1 - Dn2 = Of (9) 
For a dielectric medium, the electric flux density is 
composed of a free space electric field component and a second 
. component called the electric polarization. Polarization 
is the result of atoms in the dielectric realigning themselves 
due to the presence of an external electric field. The 
15 
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electric field causes the electron cloud of the atoms to become 
slightly displaced or asymmetrical resulting in a net dipole 
moment. Thus the polarized dielectric has a bound surface 
charge density Ob appearing on the dielectric surface as 
a result of this net dipole moment. Thus in the dielectric, 
D =EE+ Ob 0 (10) \ 
Since Ob is attributed to the effects of polarization, Ob= P, 
and (10) becomes: D =EE+ P (11) 
Alternatively, 11) can be rewritten as: 
D = EE (12) where EE= EE+ P 
0 
It is assummed here that the dielectric is a homogeneous 
isotropic material, implying that the dielectric used is a 
perfect insulator. Accounting for the polarization factof, 
(9) becomes: 
(EEn1 + Pn1) - (EEn2 + Pn2) - Of (13) 
Rearranging (13), E(En1 - En2) = Of - Pn1 - Pn2. Defining the 
bound charge Pb as - Pn1 + Pn2, then (13) is rewritten as - .... ,/-
E(En1 - En2) - Uf + Ob (14) 
If the free charge at the interface is zero, as it is for a 
for a dielectric to dielectric interface, then the only charge 
that exists on the interface is the bound charge Ob. Then 
Dn1 - Pn1 - Dn2 + Pn2 = Ob (15) 
It is evident from (15) that the following two boundary 
conditions result for dielectric to dielectric interfaces: 
Dn1 Dn2 = 0 (16) and 
Pn1 - Pn2 = - Ob (17) 
16 
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The normal component of flux density is therefore contin-
uous across a charge free boundary between two dielectrics. 
Equation (16) also implies that E1-J1E+•uy = E1+1~J1E-•uy (18), 
where E1-J1 and E+ are the permittivity and electric field in 
the region above the dielectric interface, and E1+1-J1 and E-
are the permittivity and electric field in the region below 
' 
the dielectric interface. Uy is the unit vector in the 
y direction. Rearranging (18) so that it has the following form, 
E1-J1E+•uy - E1+1-J1E-•uy = 0, and substituting the previously 
.... , 
determined expressions for E+ and E-, we obtain: 
E1-J1crt(p) + E1+1-J1crt(p) + E1-J12Jar(p') p - p' - p - p' •uyd]' 
2E 2E ,- -,,2 ,- 0.,,2 
,P - p I ,P - p I 
or 
- E1+1-J12Jac(p') - -, -
I - - ' 12 1P - p I 
(E1-J1 + E1+1-J1)crt(p) 
2E 
p p' •uyd]' = 0 
,- 0.,,2 1P - p I 
+ 
(E1-J1 - E1+1-J1)XJac(p') - - _, - p - §' )•uyd]' = 0 
2ltE ,- -,,2 ,- .0,,2 
,P - p I ,P - p I 
dividing through by (E1-J1 - E1+1-J1) we obtain the finalized 
form (1] 
(E1-J1 + E1+1-J1)crt(p) + 2Jac(P')\ ,€ = P' 
2E(E1-J1 - Ei.+1-J1) . ,p p'/ 2 
- Q..... dl ' 0 p - p • UJ,• = 
I - ~ '12 Ip - p I 
where the integral is referred to as the principal value over 
the interface section. Therefore by applying the appropriate 
boundary conditions, namely the potential on a conductor 
interface is equal to a constant, and for a dielectric to 
die_lectric interface that normal component of electric field 
17 
. .J 
is continuous across an uncharged interface one obtains a 
set of integral equations that can be solved in terms of the 
total charge density Ot, on the various types of interfaces. 
FORM OF SOLUTION 
It is advantageous for these types of electrostatic field 
' 
problems to turn the process of solving the- integral equations 
into that of solving a matrix equation. The method of moments 
is a technique which allows the solution to be expressed in 
terms of a matrix equation [l]. The solution is in the form 
(20) 
Here the crt~ represent the a~ount of free charge which 
would result on the ith conductor if all other conductors in 
the system were grounded, and the ith conductor were set to 
a potential of 1 volt. 
For the case we are concerned with, the conductors are of 
finite cross section. Thus the following boundary conditions 
apply for a conductor in the system: 
crt = EE•n and Of= EE•n 0 
where n is the unit normal vector which points outward from the 
surface of the conductor, and Eis the electric field just out-
side the conductor. Provided that the conductor is of finite 
cross section, solving the above two equations in terms of Of, 
the free charge per unit area yields: 
Uf(P) = E(p)ot(p)/E0 (21) 
The free charge per unit length on the ith conductor is given 
by the following formula: 
18 
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,. 
Q1 = Jcr.e(p)dl 
the perimeter of 
(22). Here dl is the incremental length along 
the ith conductor, and E(p) is the value 
of the surrounding dielectric. As applied specifically to 
the method of moments technique, dl represents the the length 
of a subsection located on the perimeter of the conductor, with 
" 
I 
' 
Pm the midpoint of the subsection, as shown in figure 4. To 
obtain the the total charge on the conductor, one must sum over 
all of the individual subsections which comprise the perimeter 
of the conductor. Rewritting (22) for the method of moments 
solution: 
Q:1 = 2a:e(p)Pn (p)li (23), where the pulse function Pn(p) 
is defined as being equal to 1 if the corresponding subsection 
resides on the ith conductor, and zero otherwise, and 1~ is the 
length of the subsection. Alternatively Q1 can be defined as 
-
. 
follows: 
\ Q~ = ~C1~Vj (24) 
I 
Cij is the capa6i"t1nce coefficient obtained by setting all con-
ductors to zero volts with the exception of the jth conductor, 
which is set to a potential of Vj. 
Using the method of moments solution, results in solving 
a N x N matrix for crtin, where the subscript n corresponds to the 
subsection numb~r, and the superscript i is the solution which 
results if the ith conductor is set to a potential of unity and 
all other conductors are grounded. The crtin's are the charge 
density per unit area which are used in an expansion that 
approximates the unknown function. This expansion consists of 
20 
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a series of terms which are the crt~n's multiplied by a set of 
basis functions. The basis functions for this case are the 
finite series of pulse functions Pn(p). Thus the total number 
of subsections used on the two types of interfaces equals the 
number of pulse functions contained in the basis set. The 
' solution results in a N x N matrix, where N equals the number 
:. of terms_ in the basis set. In order for the number of terms 
in the basis set to be finite, the dielectric to dielectric 
interfaces must be terminated at a finite negative value of x, 
and at a finite posi t·i ve value of x. The accuracy in approx-
imating the unknown function increases as the interfaces are 
divided into an increasingly larger number of smaller subsections. 
As the number of subsections N is increased, the number of terms 
in the matrix increases as N2 • A point is reached where addit-
ional subsectioning for increased accuracy will be negated by 
the additional roundoff errors·encountered in the algorithm 
that one used to invert the larger matrix. 
Having found crtin, the total charge on the subsections, when 
for the ith conductor, V1 is set to one volt, and all other 
conductors are grounded becomes: 
. ' i Ot (25) 
Here Pn(p) are the pulse functions on each of the subsections 
that the interfaces are divided into. Thus the pulse functions 
are the finite set of basis functions that approximate the 
unknown function when premultiplied by the charge density of 
the respectful subsection. Using the definition of free charge 
21 
per unit length in (21), and inserting into (22) in terms of 
Of(P ,.-·-we obtain the foliowing relationship: 
Qj_ = J e;: )cze (p )dl ( 26) 
Previously crt(P) was defined as Ot = ~crti(p)V~, and inserting 
a it into the above eqn. (26), the above expression for Q~·yields: 
' Q:1. = J E(p >Zae :1. (p > Vidl 
Eo 
(27) 
Equating (24) and (27), and replacing the i s .. uperscript by 
C:1.j = J E(p)aeJ(p)dl 
Eo 
(28) 
Using the expression for Otj(p) (25) and inserting into (28) 
the expression for capacitance becomes: 
Again 
Cj_j = I 
Pn(p) is 
(29) 
Eo 
defined as being equal to 1 if Otnj(p) is the 
charge density of a subsection residing on the perimeter of 
the jth conductor, and zero for all other cases. Therefore we 
_, 
obtain a value for self capacitance when i=j, by summing the 
charge densities induced on the perimeter of the jth conductor,~ 
which results in a positive value of ~apacitance, since all of 
induced charge densities are positive values due to the one 
I volt potential placed on the conductor. For the case when 
izj, one obtains a capacitance value which represents the 
amount of cross coupling between the ith and jth conductors. 
In our case, one is summing the charge densities that are 
induced on the surface of the grounded ith conductor due 
to the jth conductor having an applied potential of one 
volt. Since'the resulting charge densities crtjn's are always 
' 
negative, the values for coupling capacitance are always 
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less than zero. The matrices exfilbit the following properties: 
i) ~C1j > 0 ii) C1j = Cj1 and iii) C1j < 0 for i~j 
INDUCTANCE CALCULATION RELATIONSHIP 
The calculation of the inductance matrix is based on the 
similarity of the mathematical formulation that exists between 
scalar and magnetic vector potentials [14]. This is a result 
of the fact that we restricted ourselves to waves that are of 
. 
the transverse electromagnetic type, which allows us to deter-
the_solution from Laplace's equation, rather than solving a 
a coupled wave equation. Restricting our analysis to only two 
dimensions, it is assumed that the current flow is only in 
the+/- z direction. Thus these currents result in a magnetic 
vector potential that has only a z component. From Maxwell's 
equations the electric field is -gradm = E, where this scalar 
potential satisfies the Laplaces equation in each dielectric 
medium (v 2 ~ = p/E ). Similarly the magnetic field is equal 
to the negative of the unit vector in the z direction crossed 
with the gradient of the z component of the vector potential. 
The scalar potential is subject to boundary conditions , 
requiring that the normal components of the electric flux D be 
continuous across a dielectric interface. Similarly, continuity 
of the vector potential and tangential magnetic field H across 
the dielectric media give boundary conditions on the vector 
potential component which have the same form as those on the 
scalar potential if the vector potential ·is replaced by the 
scalar potential and the permability by the inverse of the 
permability. Both the scalar potential and the vector potential 
23 
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-are constant at the surface of the conductor, and they are 
continuous across the boundary between the dielectric media 
that surround it. 
For the scalar potential, Maxwell's divergence equation 
\) • D = p, relates the surface charge density at the ,boundary 
of each conductor through the normal component of the electric 
displacemen.t D. Similarly, the surface current density is 
related to the derivative of the vector potential at the bound-
ary of each conductor through the tangential component of the 
magnetic field H. Therefore the condition on the vector poten-
tial has the same form as that on the scalar potential if one 
replaces the surface current density component by the surface 
charge density, and the vector potential component by the scalar 
• potential. Therefore in order to find the vector potential 
' 
component between the two conductors 1 the problem is first 
' solved for the scalar potential, and then the surface charge 
density is replaced by the surface current density and the 
permittivity of each dielectric medium is replaced by the 
inverse of its permeability. 
The voltage between the two conductors is the difference 
in scalar potential between them. Similarly the difference in 
magnetic flux per unit length between conductors is the 
difference in the z component of vector potential. This is 
done by applying Stokes theorm to the surface integral in the 
constant z plane for magnetic flux, resulting in the difference 
in vector potential between the conductors. Since the charge 
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per unit length on a conductor is calculated by integrating 
the charge density around the surface perimeter of the conductor, 
the current carried by the conductor is likewise calculated 
by integrating the current density around this same boundary. 
By replacing the permittivity of each medium by the inverse of ~ 
the permeability, and instead of adjusting the surface charge 
densities to make the scalar potentials fit the given potential 
difference between the two conduct~rs, one is effectively 
C 
adjusting the surface current densities to make the vector 
potential component fit the given fluxes per unit length. 
The calculation of the charge per unit length on a conductor 
. 
~ 
then becomes ·the calculation of the current density carried by 
that conductor. The resulting matrix becomes the matrix that 
relates the currents to the flu~es per unit length between the 
conductors. This matrix is the inverse of the inductance mat~ix. 
Therefore in order to find the inductance matrix for a system of 
conductors, the inverse of the free space capacitance matrix is 
found and the permittivity of each medium is replaced by the 
inverse of its permeability. 
VARIATIONAL METHODS AND METHOD OF MOMENTS 
The variational method is a technique for approximating the 
solution to a given set of integral equations. The method of 
• 
moments which is the numerical procedure used in this paper to 
solve the linear field problem can be interpreted as a variation-
al technique [15]. It can be shown that Galerkin's procedure, 
25 
which is a specialized form of the method of moments, is exactly 
equivalent to the Rayleigh-Ritz variational approach [8]. 
This approach can be further extended to show that the general 
form of the method of moments is also equivalent to the var-
. \ iational approach. Central to both the Rayleigh-Ritz ,variational 
approach and the g~nieral methods of moments i~ the ability to 
expand the _field by a set of functions, thereby reducing the 
original functional equation into a set of matrix equations. 
This type of approach allows field problems to be solved to 
some degree of approximation using computational algorithms as 
opposed to analytically manipulate solutions into a form which 
minimizes computational effort. 
It is often relatively easy to formulate the solution of 
certain integral equations in variational terms, as opposed to 
direct integration of the associated partial differential 
equation. Often the differential equation is converted to an 
integral solution, by means of a Green's function. Both the 
method of moments and the method of variations are error minimiz-
ing procedures, resulting in a function that minimizes a certain 
integral. The method of moments which is equivalent to the 
method of variations relies on the fact that a system of integral 
equations can be reduced to matrix form. Thus the technique 
readily allows a solution to be achieved through iterative 
processes, making it suitable for computer implementation. In 
particular, this technique is well suited for solutions of 
problems that one encounters in electrostatics. 
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For the method of moments technique, one is attempting to 
determine the field response to a known source function, given 
a known linear operator. Thus the linear operator, operating 
on the field response yields the the known source function, or 
symbolically L(f) = g [16]. If the solution exists and is unique 
for all values of g, then an inverse operator 1-1 can be 
defined where f = 1-1 (g) which is the solution to our problem. 
In order for the solution to be unique, both the differential 
operator and its domain are required. The unknown function 
f can be expanded in a series of functions as f = ~anfn, 
where an are constants to be determined. The functions fn 
in the above equation are called expansion or basis functions. 
Substituting this expansion off into our original equation, 
one obtains: 
~anL(fn) = g (30) 
The exact solution to f would usually require an infinite 
summation. A set of weighting functions Wm are required 
with the condition that Wm be defined in the range of the 
operator L. By taking the inner product of both sides of (30) 
with the wieghting functions Wm, one is effectively mini-
mizing the error between the approximated L(f) and the actual 
L(f). Thru the equivalence of the method of moments with that 
of variational methods, it can be shown that taking the inner 
product of both sides of (30) with the weighting function is a 
necessary and sufficient condition to minimize the error in 
terms of the variational approach [8]. Thus the method of 
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moments is an error minimizing technique as it pertains to the 
calculus of variations. 
The calculus of variations is concerned with changes in 
functionals. A functional is a correspondence between~ 
function in some class and the set of real numbers (17]. In. the 
' 
calculus of variations, a functional is said,to be stationary 
where is first derivative or variation vanishes. In order for 
the variation to vanish, it can be shown that this occurs 
when a suitable set of functions exist such that by taking the 
inner product of these functions with a linear operator L 
operating on a approximation of the original function fn results 
in being equal to the inner product of these functions and the 
known field response. This is precisely what is performed in 
the method of moments technigue~whereby:one takes the inner 
product of both sides with a set of weighting functions. 
The functions which make this variation zero are also called 
extremals. Whereas a function produces a number as a result 
of giving a value to the independent variables, a functional 
produces a number that depends on the form of functions between 
"\ prescribed limits. Using the variational approach, it is 
required to produce a functional off, and show that it is 
stationary when an approximation for f is used in solving the 
equation L(f)=g. This is equivalent of saying that our approx-
imation is one that minimizes the~integral. One must start by 
defining an inner product <f,g>, which is equivalent to 
Jf(r)g(r)dr. 
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Given that L(f)=g and his some given function, one needs 
to determine a functional off. 
A(f) = <h,f> = <f,h> (31), 
Certain requirements are forced upon the operators and the 
inner products which likewise apply to a method of moments 
formulation [8]. First the operator L must be linear and self 
adjoint which implies that <Lf,g> = <f,Lg>. Defining an 
adjoint function L(f')= h the following relationships exist 
due to the reciprocity theorm from variational methods: 
<h,f> = <Lf' ,f> = <f',Lf> = <f,h> 
As a result of this theorem, we can write: 
A(f) = <h, f ><f, ,g>/<Lf, 'f > (32) 
For the special case where g =hand f = f' (32) can be 
rewritten as: 
'.I A(f) = <f,g> 2 /<Lf,f> (33) 
An approximation to make (33) stationary is equivalent to 
Galerkin's solution, where f is approximated by f = ~anfn. 
Galerkin's solution is a specializion of the method of moments, 
whereby the expansion functions fn are the same as the 
testing function Wn. The necessary and sufficient conditions 
f.or (33) to be stationary for small variations inf are: 
<g,fn> = <fn,Lanfn> (34). 
The importance of this statement lies in the fact that equation 
(34) is the same as if one would substitute the expansion for 
fin (30), and then take the inner product of both sides with 
fn, which is Galerkin's process. The proof of 34) involves 
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letting an= an+ 6a and taking the variation of the resulting 
expression. The functional then vanishes only if the conditions 
in (34) are met. A further extension corresponds to the more 
. general expression where f' = I~mWm and f = ~anfn results in: 
<g,wm> = <L~anfn,Wm> and <h,fn> = <L~~mWm,fn> (35) 
f and f' satisfy the reciprocity relationship <h,f> = <f,Lf'> = 
\ 
<g,f'>. The value of A is either <g,f'> or <h,f>. 
Taking the inner product of both sides of equation (30) 
with Wm, one obtains the following expression: ~an<wm,Lf> = <wm,g>. 
The above equation can be conveniently be written in matrix form 
as [lmn][an] = [gm], where 
[lmn] - <w1,Lf1> <w1,Lf2> • • • • <w1,Lfn> -
<w2,Lf1> <w2,Lf2> • • • • <w2,1fn> 
• • 
'. • • > 
• • 
<wm,Lf1> <wm,Lf2> <wm,Lfn> 
[an] - a1 [gm] - :<w1,g1> ~ ~ 
a2 :<w2,g2> 
• I • I 
• 
' • t 
• I • I 
an :<wm,gm> 
if the inverse matrix [lmn]-1 exists then the [an] matrix is 
found as [an]= [lmn]-1[gm] (36) 
It then follows that the solution is given by 
f = [fn][lmn]-1[gm] (37). 
The solution may be exact or only an approximation, depending 
on the choices of fn and Wm. In general, an exact solution 
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would require an infinite set of basis functions, however 
for special cases such as when f can be expressed as a 
power series it is possib.le to exactly approximate fusing a 
finite set for fn and Wm. The above method can be interpeted 
as an error mininization technique as applied to the concept of 
linear spaces [18]. The inner product <wm,g~ is the projection 
of the exact solution onto the subspace W spanned by the 
weighting functions Wm, while the inner product <wm,Lfn> is 
the projection of the approximate solution onto the subspace W. 
The method of moments equates those two projections, with the 
difference being called the weighted residual. Therefore both 
the exact solution and the approximate solution have equal 
components in the subspace spanned by the Wm, with the 
difference between the two solritions being the error. Since this 
error is orthogonal to the two projections, this technique acts 
as an error minimization procedure. See figure 5. 
One of the essential tasks in the method of moments technique 
is the selection of an appropriate choice for fn and Wm. In 
general the choice for fn and Wm is dependent on the specific 
problem that one is solving, however informal guidelines have 
been established to choose fn and Wm in order to optimize a 
solution. The first criteria is that they should form a set of 
linearly independent functions. Secondly fn should be chosen 
such that a superposition of fn can approximate f reasonably well. 
Finally the testing function Wm should be chosen so that the 
inner product <wm,g> depends on relatively independent proper-
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ties of g. 
A special case arises when the expansion functions are 
chosen so that they are the same as the testing functions. This I, 
case is known as Galerkin's method. This method has the advan-
tage in that the corresponding [lmn] matrix· is symmet~ic, allowing 
one to exploit this property in the inversion process. A 
disadvantage of the method is that the elements of the matrix 
may be more difficult to evaluate than other procedures such as 
point matching. 
There are an infinite number of sets of expansion functions 
fn, and testing functions Wm that can be used. The selection of 
particular functions for Wm leads to specialization in the 
method of moments technique. Point matching is one such special-
ized application of a particular choice for a testing function. 
Often, difficulty arises in the evaluation of the integral of 
-__ ___,.," 
the inner product <wm,Lfn>. An approximate solution can be 
~ obtained by requiring that discrete points satisfy the equation \ 
2anLfn = g. This is equivalent to taking the integral of a 
function multiplied by the Dirac de~t~ fun~tion. Since the 
',. ' - __ ,-~ integral is only valid at the p-oint corresponding to the impulse, 
the integral simply yields the function evaluated at the value 
of the impulse. Thus the main advantage of this method lies 
in the ease in which the inner products can be calculated. The 
main disadvantage for the specialization is that for solutions 
using few points, the degree of accuracy of the result becomes 
dependent on the location of the points to be matched. 
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Point matching is often used with a subsectional basis. In 
this case one uses basis functions which are only defined over 
subsections in the domain off. The main advantage of this 
choice of basis functions is that again the inner products 
can be calculated rather easily. Examples of a subsectional 
• 
basis are pulse functions and triangle functions, which result 
in a step approximation or a piecewise linear approximation 
respectively to the original function. When using point match-
ing, the choice of the basis functions are somewhat dependent 
on the type of the linear operator. For example .if the linear 
operator is of first order, pulse functions should not be used 
as a basis, since the resulting inner product of two Dirac 
delta functions yields an undefined value. Likewise triangle 
functions should not be used if the operator is a second order 
differential. Figure 6 to 9 show examples of basis functions 
and the resulting approximations for the unknown function [16]. 
SOLUTION USING METHOD OF MOMENTS 
As mentioned previously, as a solution to our problem, we 
., 
will make use of point matching for testing functions, and pulse 
functions for the expansion set. Therefore the method of 
moments solution requires that the interfaces be subdivided 
into subsections, with each subsection Aln covered by a pulse 
• function Pn(p) {n = l, 2, · · · N}. For the calculation of a 
field point on an arbitrary subsection m, Pm= 1 and Pn = 0. 
Furthermore, this fieldpoint will be calculated at the midpoint 
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Pm of the domain of Pm {m = 1, 2,· · · N}, since point matching 
is used [l]. The operator L, is dependent on whether the field 
point is calculated at the midpoint of a dielectric to dielectric 
interface or the midpoint of a dielectric to conductor interface. 
For the latter case t.he operator is that of equation (7), while 
for a point on a dielectric to dielectric interface the operator 
\ is that of equation (6). A solution to crt in (6) and (7) is of 
the form Ot = ~OtnPn. This is analogous to expanding the 
unknown function crt by a series of functions (fn), in this case 
pulse functions Pn, where the terms Otn are unknown constants 
(the an's) to be determined. Inserting this expansion for crt 
into (6) and (7) and requiring that p = Pm results in taking 
'the inner product of an operator L, operating on a set of basis ' 
functions (~crtnPn) with that of. a set of testing functions, 
(the midpoints Pm). The known field responses or g functions, 
are the set of constant potentials, v~ = 1 for the case where 
the field calculation is made on a dielectric to conductor 
boundary, and Vi= 0 for the case where the field calculation 
is at a dielectric to dielectric boundary. Taking the inner 
product of these constants with that of the testing functions 
.~ 
' <g,wm>, results in the same set of constants, since the testing 
functions (the Pm) are Dirac delta functions. 
Thus we have taken the original equations, (6) and (7) and 
transformed them from integral form into a set of summations, 
with each summation representing the calculation of the induced 
charge crtn at the midpoint Pm of that subsection. For 
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the calculation of the induced charge on a given subsection, 
Pm the coordinates of the field point calculation are set 
equal to the midpoint of the subsection, and the pulse functions 
Pn range from {n = 1, 2,· · · N}, resulting in the summation 
of a series of .inner products, which themselves are integrals, 
' with the limits of integration corresponding to the endpoints 
of the particular subsection determined by the pulse function. 
Therefore on a given subsection the induced charge at the 
midpoint, is a result of the contribution from the fields that 
emanate from the unknown charge densities on each subsection 
in the system including itself. It becomes evident that in 
order to calculate the induced charge on a single subsection, 
one must perform a summation which contains N terms, and that 
for the complete system there are N of these summations. The 
' 
inner products of these summations which are the integrals 
evaluated at the midpoint of the subsection with limits of 
integration corresponding~to the endpoints of the contributing 
subsection are evaluated analytically as will be discussed later, 
resulting in two formulas, one corresponding to each type of 
linear operator. 
The result is a set of simultaneous equations, which are 
then solved in terms of the variable aitn, the free 
charge density, where the i superscript corresponds to the case 
where subsections on the ith conductor are set to a potential 
of one volt and all other conductors are grounded. The set of 
equations is required to be solved Ne times, where each time 
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the subsections of a different ith conductor are set to the 
potential of one volt. The coefficients for the simultaneous 
equations are the result of taking the inner product of the 
testing functions with that of the appropriate linear operator 
operating on the basis function. In matrix form this can be 
' 
written as: 
I I I I I I 
I 
:atin Vm f I I I 
~mn(Pn) I - I I I - I I I I 
' I 
----------------
I 
---- ---
I I f I I Dmn(Pn) I 0 I I I I 
where ~mn(Pn) and Dmn(Pn) are equal to <wm,Lfn>, L· is a linear 
operator, Vm is the inner product <wm,g>, and crtin equates to 
to the constant coefficients an. The upper half of the 
matrix represents field calculations for points on conductor 
subsections, and thus the equations are: equal to some potential 
dependent on which conductor the free charge is being calculated 
on. The bottom half of the matrix is for field points residing 
on dielectric to dielectric subsections and the potential is 
always equal to zero. 
As previously stated, the field calculation is made at the 
midpoint of the subsection at the point p = Pm where Pm= 1 and 
Pn = 0 for values of n excluding m, corresponding to the point 
matching technique. Thus Pm is the midpoint in the domain of Pm(P) 
{m = l, 2,· · · N}. Setting p = Pm, the desired coefficients are 
defined only over the interval ~ln, where ~ln is a 
subsection in the domain of Pn(p). Thus the inner product exist 
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only over the interval where Pn(P) = 1. 
As brought out earlier, the method of moments is a numerical 
technique and it is well suited for implementation as a computa-
tional algorithm. Having already described the theory of the 
method of moments and its adaptation to our particular electro-
' 
static field problem, I will precede by describing how this 
' 
method was incorporated into a computer program for solving this 
problem. Information pertaining to conductor geometry and the 
number of subsections located on a given conductor boundary is 
input into the program. This results in each subsection on a 
conductor boundary having five pieces of information associated 
with it, requiring the use of five arrays for storage locations. 
The array XMID is used to store the x coordinate of the subsec-
tion midpoint, the array YHID ~ontains they coordinate of the 
subsection midpoint, CDVAL the value of the surrounding dielec-
tric, SUBL the length of the subsection, and NSUBP the number of 
the conductor that the subsection is located on. The variable 
i2c is the index for the above arrays and has a final value 
equal to the total number of of conductor to dielectric 
subsections. 
A dielectric to dielectric subsection has six parameters 
associated with it, four of which: XMID, YMID, SUBL, and NSUBP 
have the same function as in the case for a conductor to 
dielectric subsection. In place of COVAL, two new parameters 
are needed, the value of the upper dielectric constant, and the 
value·of the lower dielectric constant, which are stored in the 
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arrays DVALP and DVALN. The variable i2d, which is initially 
one greater than the final value of i2c is the index for the 
arrays and has ~final value equal to the total number,of 
subsections. 
After the entry phase of the program, which consists of 
' 
determining the above array values, the program continues at 
\ DO LOOP 9. Beginning with the first subsection, the values of 
al, bl, a2, and b2 which are the tranformation functions 
used in the evaluation for the integral of the inner product 
<wm,Lfn>, are calculated for the corresponding subsection. 
These values are a function of the midpoints of the subsections, 
where the point Pm is the location of the field point calculation, 
since point matching is used for the testing functions Wm. 
Next tll, tl2, t21, and t22, which are the limits of integration 
-· 
for the inner product are calculated. These limits depend on 
the value of the pulse functions Pn(p), where Pn = 1 only 
for the pulse that covers the present subsection, resulting in the 
calculation of the inner product <wm,Lfn> only over that interval. 
The purpose of the next block of code is to avoid division by 
zero in the argument of the arctangent (the arctangent appears 
in the solution of the inner product <wm,Lfn>). When the 
variable i9 is less than or equal to i2c, indicating that the 
field calculation is on a conductor to dielectric interface, the 
inner product is calculated using the operator L corresponding 
J to a conductor boundary, otherwise the operator for a dielectric 
to dielectric interface would be used. The value of this inner 
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product is placed in the coefficient matrix SCOEF. With the 
value of Pm fixed to that of the midpoint of the subsection 
on which the field point is calculated, the above calculation is 
repeated such that Pn = 1 for each value of n, resulting 
in a row of the matrix. Each row. corresponds to using new value 
' 
of Pm in the above calculations. The sequence is repeated 
until a N x N matrix is obtained. 
The matrix SCOEF is then inverted via a call to the subrou-
tine MINV, and is returned as the matrix SINV. In order for the 
free charge density on the ith conductor cr~tn to be calculated, 
the inverted matrix SINV is multiplied by the column vector 8, 
which contains the values Vi. If the value of the element 
in the array NSUBP is equal to the number of the ith conductor, 
indicating that the subsection is on the perimeter of that 
conductor, then the respected element of the B matrix is set 
equal to 1.0 for that row, otherwise it is set to zero. DO LOOPs 
14 and 15 multiply the inverted matrix by the column vector of 
_) 
constant potentials B, the result is the solution for the free 
charge density that resides on each subsection when the ith 
conductor is set to a potential of one volt and all other con-
ductors in the system are grounded. These values are placed in 
the column vector X. 
Having determined the free charge density for the ith 
conductor, the the self capacitance of the conductor, and the 
coupling capacitance between that conductor and any other con-
ductor can easily be determined. Equation (29) is used for 
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the calculation of the conductor capacitance. For the case where 
i = j, the self capacitance value results from. the summation of 
the charge densities crt~n, multiplied by the relative dielectric 
value and the length of the subsection, provided that the 
subsection is on the perimeter of the ith conductor. The coupling 
' 
capacitance between the ith and jth conductor is calculated 
in the same manner, which in this case the charge densities, 
relative dielectric values and subsection length correspond 
to the subsections on the jth conductor. In the program, 
the array element NSUBP is used to determine whether the 
subsection is on the perimeter of the ith conductor, which is 
the case when NSUBP is equal to i17. Then the incremental 
capacitance which is equal to the array elements CDVAL·X·SUBL, 
is added to the corresponding element in the matrix CAP. 
For the case where i12 and i17 are equal, this represents a 
self capacitance value, otherwise one is determining a coupling 
capacitance. Note that the index i18 has an upper bound of 
i2c, limiting the comparison to surfaces which are on a 
conductor boundary. The conclusion of the loop containing the 
i17 index results in the completion of the calculation of a 
row of capacitance coefficients. The index i12 is then . 1ncre-
mented, resulting in the calculation of the free charge densities 
for the next conductor, (a new B vector) and the above procedure 
is repeated, enabling the determination of the next row of· 
capacitance coefficients. 
The inductance matrix is calculated, by first inverting 
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the CAPO matrix. This matrix is calculated in exactly the 
" 
same way as the the CAP matrix with the exception that in the 
determination of the free charge densities, subsections that 
are on dielectric to dielectric interfaces are not included. 
Since our original constraint was that waves are of the TEH 
' 
type, the capacitance matrix is positive definite, meaning that 
a nonsingular inverse matrix exists. The inverted matrix is 
then multiplied by the relative permittivity and the magnetic 
permeability, resulting in the inductance matrix. 
For the conductor to dielectric boundary, the matrix coeffic-
ient ~mn now becomes [1]: 
;oo... 
~mn = 1 J ln ! Pm - p '/ d 1 ' 
2rrEo ,' Pm - j5 '/ 
(38) 
where Pm is.the midpoint of the field calculation, and ~ln is the 
length of the subsection which ·contributes to the charge density 
at pm. We therefore obtain the following summation for the charge 
density at the midpoint of Pm(p): 
2~mn0tn = 1 (39) 
Thus the charge density for the conductor boundary with subsection 
'\ 
Pm, is Ldue to the contributions induced by the N subsections. 
A similar type of relationship exists when the field point is , 
located on a dielectric to dielectric interface. The operator 
is dependent on whether the field point and subsection midpoint 
coincide, or if they are two distinct points. For the case where 
they are different, i.e. m~n, the coefficient Dmn is given by 
-Dmn = 1 J Pm - § .. -
2 ,- -,,2 Tr€o , Pm - P , 
Pro - p' •uyd]' 
-I - - '12 
, Pm - P , 
(40) 
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For the case where the field calculation is made at the source 
point, i.e. m=n Dmn is given by: 
Dmn = (Ei-Jl + E1+1-J1) + 
2E(Ei-J1 - E1+1-J1) 
1 J Il.m -2rrE0 ,-,Pm -
This results . the following 1n 
2Dmn0tn - 0 (42) -
Pm - i5 ' ) • u yd 1 ' 
I - - ' 12 
, Pm - P , 
~, 
• Uyd] , fl. 
~., /2 P, 
'· 
set of equations for Dmn: 
\ 
In calculating ~mn or Dmn, the line segment ~ln which represents 
the source of the induced electric field, is approximated as a 
straight line segment between its endpoints. The midpoint of 
this segment 6ln is Pn and is given by the following relationship: 
Pn = uxxn+ UyYn, where Ux and Uy are unit vectors in the x and 
y directions. Thus the midpoint of the field source line segment 
and the image field source,line segment is given by the following: 
, , , P = UxX n + Uyy n and p' - UxX'n - Uyy'n (43) 
If this subsection has a length of ~n and makes an angle of 8n 
with the • x axis, then an arbitrary point on this line segment 
is given by: 
, , , p = UxX + Uyy and , , p = UxX , (44) Uyy 
where x' = Xn + tcos8 and y' = Yn + tsin8 
Figure 10 shows cooridinate system of the line segment Aln 
Therefore the calculation of ~mn yields: 
~mn = 1 J ln {Xm - X ' ) 2 + 
4 TC.€0 ( Xm - X , ) 2 + 
C.vm + v, >2 dt (45) 
(Ym - y") 2 
Solving the above integral equation yields: 
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a.1 = (xm-Xn)sinB + (yIQ+Yn)cosB 
b1 = (xm-Xn)cose - (ym+Yn)sinB 
a2 = (xm-Xn )sin8 - (ym-Yn )cos8 
b2 = (xm-Xn)cosB + (ym-Yn)sin8 
(47-50) 
and: F1(a,b) = 1 
4TtE0 
ln(t2 +a 2 )dt (51) 
where t1 = 1/2~n + and t2 = 1/2An - b 
Using integral tables: 
= l[tln(t 2 +a. 2 ) It, - 2t + 2arctan(t/a)), (52) 
4TCE0 t, 
' 
F1(a,b) 
For the case where the field point calculation is made at a 
dielectric boundary, and nzn 
Dmn - 1 (Imn - Imn) (53) 
2TCE0 
If m=n then: 
_..... 
Dmn = (E1-Jl + E1+1-J1) + (Imo - Imn) (54) 
2E0( E :1.-J 1 - E i.+ 1-J 1) 2TCE0 
.I 
Since Pm - p' = -uxtcos8 - Uytsin8, the first integral is equal 
_,.,,---· 
---to zero, due to defining ln as a straight line segment. There-
fore equation (54) reduces to: 
D mn = ...... ( .._;;;;;;E_1_-__ J.__1_+..;._ __ E_1 ..... +_1_-_J_1 ___ ) 
2E0(E1.-J1 - Ei+1-J1) 
The integrals Imn and Imn are 
Imn = It, Pro P ' • Uyd 1 .. 
,-
- '/2 t , Pm - P 1 
2. 
~ t ~ ' I mn = J I Pm - P .~ \ • U yd 1 .. 
I ·- C- ' I 2i 
.. _
2 
, Pm - P , I 
....... 
Ima (55) 
2rcE0 
defined as follows: 
(56) 
(57) 
Inserting the x and y coordinates into the above two equations, 
the integrals become: 
Imn - I~. , dt (58) .Ym y - -
(Xm - X, )2 + (Ym - y, )2 
t2. 
Imn It. + , dt. (59) - .Em 2: -
(Xm - X .. )2 + (Ym + y .. )2 t 2. 
Substitution of 44a) and 44b) for x' and y' reduces the integrals 
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\, 
' 
to Imn = (Ym - Yn - b2sin8)F2(a2,b2) - (sin8)F3(a2,b2) (60) 
Imn = (Ym + Yn + b1sin6)F2(a1,b1) + (sin8)F3(a1,b1) (61) 
where the integrals F2(a,b) and F3(a,b) are 
F2(a,b) - It. dt. (62) -
ti t2 +a2 
f3(a,b) It. t.dt. (63) 
' t2 +a.2 
t2 
Solutions to the two integrals result in: 
F2(a,b) = ((1/a)arctan(t/a)J\t, (64) 
t ,tl 
I 
f3(a,b) = 1/2[ln(t 2 +a 2 )] (65) 
.. 
1,1 2. 
It is the final form of equations (52) (64) and (65) which 
are the solutions to the inner products <wm,Lfn>. 
THE PROGRAM 
The program allows analysis of systems containing multiple 
conductors and multiple dielectric interfaces. In addition 
to the infinite lower ground plane that provides the reference 
potential, the program allows for a upper ground plane, and 
the ability to selectively ground signal lines. Information 
pertaining to conductor and dielectric geometry is input through 
a data file which is of the following format: The first line 
is used to enter the total number of conductors in the system. 
This number represents the number of active and grounded conduc-
tors in the system and also the upper ground plane if one is 
used. The coordinate system corresponds to the points located 
above they= 0 plane and ranges from x = - oo, to x = + oo. 
The lower ground plane lies in they= 0 plane. Line two is 
reserved for the number of grounded conductors in the system 
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inclusive of the upper ground plane if present. 
The geometric description is next entered for the various 
signal lines starting with the active lines and then followed 
by the information associated with the grounded conductors. 
A conductor can be a polygon of arbitrary cross section and 
' 
orientation, embedded completely within a single dielectric or 
the conductor can bisect a dielectric to dielectric interface. 
Thus a conductor is represented by the connection of a series of 
line segments. The description of a conductor consists of the 
number of line segments required to define the perimeter. It 
is arbitrary to the order of entry of the line segments. 
For each line segment the endpoint x,y coordinates are needed. 
These endpoints can be entered in any order. After the location 
of the line segment has been defined, the next line is reserved 
for the value of the dielectric permittivity pertaining to the 
dielectric at the interface. For the case where a line segment 
bisects regions of different dielectric values, the line segment 
must be redefined as two seperate segments sharing a common 
endpoint at the dielectric to dielectric interface. Finally 
the number of subsections that the line segment is to be 
I 
subdivided into is entered, with the minimum number of sub-
sections on the lirie segment being one. The program calculates 
the midpoint coordinates and length of the various subsections 
contained on the line segment for later use in the method of 
moments numerical technique. After completely defining all 
the line segments comprising the first conductor, the procedure 
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is repeated for each other conductor in the system. 
After all the conductors in the system are defined, the 
dielectric to dielectric interfaces are described in a manner 
analogous to that used to define the conductor interfaces. First, 
the number of interfaces is needed. This can be a value greater 
' 
or equal to zero, with zero interfaces corresponding to the case 
where the conductors are embedded in an infinite dielectric. 
For each interface, the number of line segments needed to define 
the perimeter is given. For cases where the interface is 
parallel to the reference ground plane and no conductors bisect 
or reside on the interface, one line segment will be needed to 
define the perimeter of the interface. In cases where a conduc-
tor intersects the interface, a line segment would be defined 
from x = - oo to the intersection of the conductor. A second 
line segment would thus be defined from the second point of 
intersection of the conductor with the interface, to the inter-
section of the next conductor with the interface, or to x = oo 
if no additional conductors bisect the interface. For compu-
tational purposes, a dielectric that is defined to exist from 
x = +/- oo must be truncated at some finite value in order to 
take advantage of the method of moments numerical technique. 
Otherwise it would require an infinite number of subsections to 
to cover the extent of the line segment, resulting in an 
infinite sized matrix. Thus for N conductors bisecting or 
abutting a interface, N+l line segments would be required to 
define the interface. On the following line the dielectric 
50 
constant or the dielectric above the interface is input, 
followed on the next line by the constant of the dielectric 
below the interface. Finally the number of subsections that the 
line segment is partitioned into is entered. 
Appendix A shows a system of conductors and its resulting 
' 
input set. A.ccurate results can still be obtained if the inter-
faces are truncated at a width equal to two or three times the 
transverse extent of the conductors. The program limits the 
total number of available subsections to 100, which still enables 
the the user the flexability to accurately model complex systems. 
After the endpoint coordinates are entered for a line 
segment, the cosine and sine of the angle that the segment makes 
with the x axis is determined. The absolute values of the 
angles are taken, making the sign of the angle independent of 
the order of entry of the endpoints. The slope of the line seg-
ment is next calculated in order to determine the correct sign 
for the cosine. Note that the sign of the sine is always pos-
itive since the constraint is that segments must lie above the 
x axis. The midpoints for each subsection are then determined. 
In order to determine ,these midpoints, the line is first cata-
gorized as either being vertical, horizontal or of non-zero 
~ 
slope and then the correct algorithm is supplied. The dielec-
tric value outside each subsection on a conductor is. stored in 
the array COVAL. The array NSUBP contains the conductor number 
corresponding to the particular subsection. The length of the 
subsection is stored in the array SUBL. A similar routine is 
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implemented if the subsection is on a dielectric to dielectric 
interface. The only difference is that the arrays DVALP and 
DVALN are used to store the dielectric values of the regions 
above and below the interface respectively. 
' Following entry of the conductor and dielectric geometry, 
the values of a1, bi, a2, b2 are calculated from equations 
47) through 50). If a1 is equal to zero, then the term 
a1tan-1(t/a1) yields zero multiplied by an undefined number, 
due to the argument (t/a1) becoming infinite. In order to avoid 
this case, the argument is set to zero for the case when a1 is 
zero. If the counter i9 is less than or equal to the variable 
i2c, this indicates that the field point calculation is on a 
conductor boundary. The code is then directed to the appro-
priate equations in order to calculate the matrix coefficients 
mmn. These coefficients are entered in the array SCOEF. 
The values of ~mn for n less than or equal to i2c are also 
stored in a second array SINO, which is used to calculate the 
inductance matrix. Since the inductance matrix is calculated 
exclusive of any di~lectric presence, we exclude any matrix 
"' 
coefficients which were due to charge induced by dielectric 
subsections. The second matrix, which is a subset of the 
larger matrix SCOEF is required, since the process of matrix 
inversion destroys the original matrix. If i9 is greater than 
i2c, indicating that the field point computation is on a dielec-
tric to dielectric interface, equations 53) to 65) are used to 
calculate the matrix coefficient Dmn. 
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After calculation of all the matrix elements,· the matrices 
are inverted returning the inverted matrices SINV and SIINV 
respectively, via the call to the subroutine HINV. This subrou-
tine employs a Guass Jordan reduction technique with row switch-
ing to solve the system of equations [19]. The underlying princ-
' iple of this technique is to transform the identity matrix AINV 
into the inverse matrix by performing the same operations on it 
which are required to transform the original A matrix into the 
identity matrix. Starting with the first column of the A 
matrix, the subroutine searches for the largest element in the 
column. If the largest element is in a row other than that of 
the pivot row, the row containing the pivot element is 
exchanged with the row containing the largest element, resulting 
in the pivot row having the largest element in the column. 
' 
. ' 
The corresponding rows are also switched in the AINV matrix. 
The pivot row in both the A and AINV matrix is then divided 
by the pivot value of the A matrix. 
The pivot column is the column containing the pivot element. 
Each element in this column is the multiplying factor for the 
respected row. The pivot row is multipied by the respected row 
factor, with the difference of the two rows replacing the row 
containing the row factor, leaving the pivot row unchanged. 
This is repeated for each row in the given column, resulting in 
all elements of the pivot column in the A matrix becoming zero, 
with the exception of the pivot element which is now unity. The 
procedure is then repeated for the same column in the· AINV 
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r 
matrix, using the set 0~ row factors that were obtained from 
the A matrix. The algorithm is repeated for each column in 
the A and AINV matrix, resulting in the A matrix being trans-
formed into the identity matrix, and the AINV matrix becoming 
the inverse of the original A matrix. 
After inverting the two matrices, the column vector of 
voltages [gm] of equation 30) is defined such that if the row 
corresponds to a subsection on the ith conductor, its potential 
is set to unity. This is accomplished by comparing the value of 
the array element NSUBP, which contains the number of the 
respected conductor for which the subsection is located with 
that of the conductor number of interest. If the conductor 
number and array value are equal, the respe~ted element in the 
column vector [gm] is set to on·J, otherwise it is set to zero. 
The inverted matrix SINV is then multiplied by this column 
vector of voltage potentials for the ith conductor, resulting 
in a column vector of free charge densities [otin] . By 
determining if these crtin's correspond to a subsection on the 
ith conductor, the self capacitance can be determined for the 
conductor, by summing each crtin on the conductor multiplied 
by its length and its associated dielectric constant En. The 
coupling capacitance for this same conductor between that of 
any other conductor in the system can be determined by summing 
J~ the crt 1 n's associated with the subsections of the sec n 
~~. -
conductor multipied by the length and associated dielectric 
constant. The above procedure resulted in the [CJ matrix, 
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which is the free space capacitance matrix. This matrix is then 
inverted by the subroutine MINV and multiplied by µe, resulting 
in a matrix of inductance coefficients [L] . 
. ;rRAN,SMISSION LINE DISCUSSION 
' The importance of minimizing the degree of cross coupling 
is a major concern in high speed digital systems. Generally 
these systems consist of numerous integrated circuits inter-
connected by carefully controlled signal lines. In propagating 
the various signals from chip to chip through the signal lines, 
certain limitations are imposed on the system. Switching 
noise results when active driver circuitry propagates a signal 
to an active receiver on an adjacent chip. Due to the effective 
inductance of the chip and the package, a negative going voltage 
spike is superimpossed on the outgoing signal due to the driver 
switching states [20]. This is called 6I or switching noise 
and can be approximated by: 
Vn = Leff N di/dt (66) 
where N is the number of simultaneously switching drivers, and 
Leff is the effective inductance. Thus the number of simultan-
eously switching drivers becomes a constraint placed on the 
system designer. In addition to increased signal delay that 
~r noise can cause, it can also result in improper data to be 
stored in a system. When the active driver switches, the ~r 
noise is propagated through the inactive driver and onto the 
quiet line, the positive supply noise is fed through onto 
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the signal line. If the magnitude of the noise exceeds the 
quiet drivers threshold level a data error occurs. System 
delay results when this negative going noise is superimposed 
on the upgoing output signal, a discontinuity occurs resulting 
in increased rise time. 
Compounding the problem is the interaction of bl noise with 
that of the effect of cross coupling. Since Al noise occurs 
simultaneously with coupled noise, the two noise types are 
treated together. The worst case condition occurs when two 
off chip paths emanating from the same sending chip and term-
inating on the same receiving chip run in parallel paths through 
the package environment. The first path represents an active 
signal line, with the active driver in the process of switching. 
The second path represents an inactive line. At the same time, 
that switching noise is being fed through the the quiet driver,, 
~ ~ 
. 
a portion of the output signal can appear on the quiet line 
through electromagnetic coupling. This coupling noise is of 
the same polarity as the outgoing signal on the active line, 
however its direction of.propagation is back towards the 
quiet driver. The magnitude and width of the coupled noise is 
proportional to the coupling coefficients c~j and L~j. The 
coupled noise is then reflected back from the quiet driver 
as a negative going pulse. If this pulse is of long enough 
duration, and the coupling begins close to the drivers, ~he 
negative going ~r noise, and the negative going reflected 
coupled noise will be superimposed as they are propagated 
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towards the quiet reciever. See figure 11. 
As evidenced from the above discussion, a tradeoff occurs 
between the number of simultaneously allowed switching driver 
circuits and the amount of cross coupling permitted through the 
interconnection environment. Thus by carefully designing the 
signal line interconnections, the system designer can be given 
greater flexibility by allowing a greater number of output 
signals to be simultaneously propagated. 
For a given signal line, the characteristic impedance is 
given by Z = !L/C. The characteristic impedance is an important 
parameter in determining overall system performance, since total 
delay and total noise are a function of line impedance. Total 
delay is composed of a term due to an added delay caused by a 
.·"-capacitive discontinuity betwee·n the driver and the signal line 
and a second term which is associated with an increased delay 
in reciever detection time at the far end of the line. Th'e 
equation for the total delay can be expressed as follows: 
To= CoZo + TRZD (67). 
where Co 
Zo 
TR 
Zo 
' 2 2Zo 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
the capacitance of the discontinuity 
the unloaded line impedance 
the signal rise time 
the driver output impedance 
Figure 12 shows the total delay curve as a function of line 
impedance. With a lower line impedance, the input voltage to 
the line is reduced, and therefore the amount of time required 
until the signal exceeds. the recievers threshold is increased. 
-
In figure 13 the total noise curve is composed of two components. 
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towards the quiet reciever. See figu·re 11. 
As evidenced from the above discussion, a tradeoff occurs 
J 
between the number of simultaneously allowed switching driver 
circuits and the amount of cross coupling- permitted through the 
interconnection environment. Thus by carefully designing the 
signal line interconnections, the system designer can be given 
greater flexibility by allowing a greater number of output 
signals to be simultaneously propagated. 
For a given signal line, the characteristic impedance is 
given by Z = fL/C. The characteristic impedance is an important 
parameter in determining overall system performance, since total 
delay and total noise are a function of line impedance. Total 
delay is composed of a term due to an added delay caused by a 
capacitive discontinuity between the driver and the signal line 
and a second term which is associated with an increased delay 
in reciever detection time at the far end of the line. The 
equation for the total delay can be expressed as follows: 
To= CoZo + TsZn (67) 
where Co 
Zo 
TR 
Zn 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 2Zo 
the capacitance of the discontinuity 
the unloaded linp impedance 
the signal rise time 
the driver output impedance 
Figure 12 shows the total delay curve as a function of line 
impedance. With a lower line impedance, the input voltage to 
the line is reduced, and therefore the amount of time required 
until the signal exceeds the recievers threshold is increased. 
In figure 13 the total noise curve is composed of two components. 
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The first being A! • noise, which decreases with increasing Zo . 
The second component is the coupled noise, which is a function 
\ 
of the line geometries, and generally increases ~ith increasing 
Zo. There is a point at which total noise is minimized, 
which occurs at around 60 ohms. At higher values of line 
impedance, coupled noise dominates, while at lower values of 
\ Zo, AI noise becomes most pronounced. Therefore constraints 
are placed on the intercqnnect medium by the system requirements, 
and it becomes crucial to be able to accurately determine the 
signal line characteristics through use of a computer analysis. 
RESULTS 
In any system of conductors, the objective is to minimize 
the off diagonal terms or coupling coefficients. The solution 
to this minimization procedure :is dependent on the surrounding 
dielectric values and the relative geometric spacing between the 
conductors. Thus by simply spacing the conductors farther apart, 
or decreasing the permittivity of the surrounding dielectric, one 
can minimize the amount of cross coupling. In the case where the 
dielectric values and signal line spacings are predefined, one 
can place a grounded conductor between the signal lines, or place 
a plane of grounded conductors above the signal lines. There-
fore these grounded conductors will act as a shield between the 
active signal lines. Following are examples of results that 
were obtained using the previously described simulation program. 
Results are discussed and compared to similar examples in the 
literature when applicable. 
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Example 1. 
A pair of coupled microstrip lines are embedded in an infin-
ite dielectric o•er a conducting ground plane as shown in lif, 
14. For each conductor, the perimeter was sectioned into 8 
subsections. The results are given in table 1. 
TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF COUPLED HICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 14 
---.-.------------------.---------.---~--~~--.-...-- .... --.-.---
I CAPACITANCE F/H ' INDUCTANCE H/H I 
' ' 
I 
----------------------------------------------
I C11=8.105 X 10-11 ' L11=2.057 X 10-7 I I I I 
I C12=-1.900 X 10-12 I 112=4.822 X 10-e I I I I 
C21=-l.900 X 10-12 121=4.822 X 10-e I I 
I C22=8.105 X 10-11 I 122=2.057 X 10-7 I I I I _______________ ...,. ______________________________ 
r -,~. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
This example replicates example 1, with the exception that 
. 
the dielectric permittivity is jincreased from 1.5 to 3.0. 
Notice that the higher dielectric value resulted in more cross 
coupling than in the previous case. 
• I 
• I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINES 
WITH INCREASED PERMITTIVITY 
-----------------------------------------
CAPACITANCE F/M INDUCTANCE H/M 
----------------------------------------
C11=1.621 X 10-10 I 111=2.057 X 10- 7 I 
C12=-3.800 X 10-12 I 112=4.822 X 10-e I 
C21=-3.800 X 10-12 I 121=4.822 X 10-e I 
C22=1.621 X 10-10 I 122=2.057 X 10-7 I 
----------------------------------------
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Th~ flr"t h~ing AI noise, which decreases with increasing Zo. 
Th~ n~~ond component is the coupled noise, which is a function 
of the line geometries, and generally increases with increasing 
Zo. There is a point at·which total noise is minimized, 
which occurs at around 60 ohms. At higher values of line 
' impedance, coupled noise dominates, while at lower values of 
' Zo, ~1 noise becomes most pronounced. Therefore constraints 
are placed on the interconnect medium by the system requirements, 
and it becomes crucial to be able to accurately determine the 
signal line characteristics through use of a computer analysis. 
RESULTS 
In any system of conductors, the objective is to minimize 
the off diagonal terms or coupling coefficients. The solution 
to this minimization procedure ·is dependent on the surrounding 
dielectric values and the relative geometric spacing between the 
conductors. Thus by simply spacing the conductors farther apart, 
or decreasing the permittivity of the surrounding dielectric, one 
· ·JI=.. can minimize the amount of cross coup 1 ing. In the case where the 
. ,,.._ .. 
·~~ ..... . 
IS!: 
-,~ 
,..._. .. 
... ~--
dielectric values and signal line spacings are predefined, one 
can place a grounded conductor between the signal lines, or place 
a plane of grounded conductors above the signal lines. There-
~-~ fore these grounded conductors will act as a shield between the 
. ·~s 
i. 
t ... : 
··~ 
,,. . . 
' 
.~s 
• 
active signal lines. Following are examples of results that 
were obtained using the previously described simulation program. 
Results are discussed and compared to similar examples in the 
literature when applicable. 
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Example 1. 
A pair of coupled microstrip lines are embedded in an infin-
ite dielectric over a conducting ground plane as shown in fig. 
14. For each conductor, the perimeter was sectioned into 8 
subsections. The results are given in table 1. 
' 
TABLE 1 ~ 
'. RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 14 
--------------.-._------------------------
I CAPACITANCE F/M I INDUCTANCE H/M I I I I 
------------------------------------------
I C11=8.105 X 10-11 ' L11=2.057 X 10-7 I I I I 
I C12=-1.900 X 10-12 I L12=4.822 X 10-e I 
' 
I I 
I C21=-l.900 X 10-12 I 121=4.822 X 10-s I I I I I C22=8.105 X 10-11 I 122=2.057 X 10-7 I I I I 
--------------------------------------------
EXAMPLE 2. 
This example replicates example 1, with the exception that 
the dielectric permittivity is ~increased from 1.5 to 3.0. 
Notice that the higher dielectric value resulted in more cross 
coupling than in the previous case. 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINES 
WITH INCREASED PERMITTIVITY 
----------------------------------------
CAPACITANCE F/M I INDUCTANCE H/M I 
----------------------------------------
C11=1.621 X 10-10 I 111=2.057 X 10-7 I 
C12=-3.800 X 10-12 I 112=4.822 X 10-s I 
C21=-3.800 X 10-12 I 121=4.822 X 10-s I 
C22=1.621 X 10-10 I 122=2 .. 057 X 10-7 I 
----------------------------------------
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EXAMPLE 3. 
A grounded conductor was placed symmetrically between the 
two signal line conductors. See fig. 15. All conductors used 8 
subsections on each of their perimeters. As expected, the intro-
duction of this grounded conductor acted as a shield between the 
two signal lines effectively reducing the cr~ss coupling. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
EXAMPLE 4. 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 15 SEPERATED BY A GOUNDED CONDUCTOR 
------------------------------------------CAPACITANCE F/M I INDUCTANCE F/M 
' 
-------------------------------------------C11=1.646 X 10-10 I L11=2.025 X 10-7 I 
C12=-2.306 X 10-12 I 112=2.836 X 10- 9 I 
C21=-2.306 X 10-12 121=2.836 X 10- 8 
C22=1.646 X 10-10 I 122=2.025 X 10-7 I 
------------------------------------------
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
' I
In addition to the grounded conductor, a upper ground plane 
at y = 4 was included as shown in fig. 16. This ground plane 
extends from x = - 10 to x = + 10, and was divided into 20 sub-
sections. The presence of this additional ground plane further 
reduces the coupling capacitances between the two signal linesJ 
... 
' . 
. ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 16 WITH UPPER GROUND ~LANE __________________________________ __._ ..... __ _ 
CAPACITANCE F/tf I INDUCTANCE F/M I I I 
----------------------------------------C11=1.972 X 10-10 I 111=1.690 X 10-7 I I I C12=-l.282 X 10-15 I 112=1.098 X lQ-15 I I I C21=-l.282 X 10-15 I 121=1.098 X lQ-15 I I I C22=1.972 X 10-10 122=1.690 X 10-7 I I 
------------------------------------------
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EXAMPLE 5. 
We return to our original example 1, with this time the 
signal lines are elevated further above the ground plane, while 
., 
maintaining the same spacing between the lines. Notice'that 
more cross coupling occurs for systems of the same geometric 
configuration as the system is moved away fr~m the influence of 
the ground.plane. In addition the characteristic impedance of 
the signal lines increases. 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 17 
----------------------~- .... ---------------
: CAPACITANCE F/M : INDUCTANCE F/M 
-----------------------------------------t C11=5.517 X 10-11 ' 111=3.028 X 10-7 I I f f 
• C12=-2.761 X 10-12 I L12=1.515 X 10- 8 I f I f I C21=-2.761 X 10-12 I 121=1.515 X 10-a I f f f I C22=5.517 X 10-11 f L22=3.028 X lQ-7 I I I I 
----------------------------------------
EXAMPLE 6. 
In this case three signal line conductors of equal cross 
section and separation are run parallel above a ground plane. 
Eight subsections are used on each perimeter of the conductor. 
Due to the symmetry of the layout, C11 = C3s, C13 = C31, and 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF THREE COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 18 
----------------------------------------
: CAPACITANCE F/M : _INDUCTANCE F/M 
----------------~-----------------------
: C11=1.646 X 10-10 
: -C12=-l. 609 X 10-11 
: C13=-2.306 X 10-12 
: C22=1.671 X 10-10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
111=2.045 
112=2.017 
L1s=4.836 
122=2.033 
X 10-7 
X 10-a 
X 10- 8 
X 10-7 
----------------------------------------
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EXAMPLE 7. 
A pair of coupled microstrips are placed touching a dielec-
tric slab over a conducting plane as shown in fig. 19. For our 
results, we used 16 subsections on each conductor, and 10 
subsections on the dielectric interface from -9 to -4, 4 sub-
~ 
sections on the portion from -1 to +l, and 10 subsections on 
the portion from 4 to 9. The difference between these results 
and Harrington's [l], which are also computated using the 
method of moments technique are less than 0.01 percent. When 
compared with Week's [7], who uses a different form of solution, 
the results differ by less than 4 percent. In Week's approach, 
the dielectric interface is infinite and the charge density 
parameters are determined by making a least squares fit to the 
boundary conditions. 
TABLE 7 
RESULTS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 19 
OVER DIELECTRIC SLAB 
----------------------------------------
: CAPACITANCE F/M : INDUCTANCE F/M 
----------------------------------------
: C11=9.163 X 10-11 
: C12=-8.217 X 10-12 : 
: C21=-8.217 X 10-12 : 
: C22=9.163 X 10-11 
111=2.0 X 10-7 
112=3.014 X 10-a 
121=3.014 X 10-s 
122=2.0 X 10-7 
----------------------------------------
EXAMPLE 8. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Two conductors are positioned in two different dielectric 
layers above a ground plane as shown in fig. 20. The number of 
/ 
' I 
subsections used on each ~onductor is 6. The dielectric inter-
face extends from x = -0.8 to x = +0.8, and contains 16 subsec-
tions. The results are within 1.2 % of [1], with the discrep-
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ancy occurring on the off diagonal terms. Theoretically, these 
coupling terms· should be equal, however for non-symmetrical 
systems these terms are sometimes slightly different. It should 
, 
be noted that by averaging these two terms one obtains exactly 
the answer given by [1]. When compared to Week's approach [7], 
the results are within 4 percent. 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
' I 
' 
EXAMPLE 9. 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF COUPLED HICROSTRIPS OF FIG. 20 
HICROSTRIPS IN DIFFERENT DIELECTRICS 
----------------------------------------
CAPACITANCE F/M I INDUCTANCE F/H I 
' 
I 
------------------------------------------
C11=3.652 X 10-11 I L11=5.315 X 10-7 I I I 
C12=-1.582 X 10-11 I 112=1.241 X 10-7 I I I 
C21=-l.538 X 10-11 I L21=1.241 X 10-7 I I I 
C22=2.098 X 10-10 I 122=3.236 X 10-7 I I I 
----------------------------------------
In this case two conductors are embedded between two ground 
planes. The upper ground plane is truncated at a finite width. 
An alternate approach would be to replace the upper ground plane 
by a dielectric with a high permittivity. Sixteen subsections 
are used on each of the cenductors. The upper ground plane runs 
from x = -9 to x = +9 and is composed of 36 subsections. The 
worst case results differ by less than 0.1 percent when compared 
to the diagonal terms of Harrington [1], and 2.4 percent when 
compared to the off-diagonal terms of Week's approach [7]. 
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TABLE 9 
RESULTS OF COUPLED HICROSTRIPS 
BETWEEN TWO GROUND PLANES 
OF FIG. 21 
---------------------------~------------CAPACITANCE F/M I INDUCTANCE F/M I I I 
--------~-------------------~-----------
C11=6.263 X 10-11 I 111=1.789 X 10-7 I I I 
C12=-5.723 X 10-12 I 112=1.634 X 10-e I I I 
C21=-5.723 X 10-12 I 121=1.635 X 10-e I I I 
C22=6.263 X 10-11 I 122=1.789 X 10-7 I I I 
-------------------------------------------
EXAMPLE 10. 
' 
In this final example, the characteristic impedance of a 
single transmission line is evaluated for different heights 
above the ground plane. The conductor cross section is maintain-
ed at a constant width to thickness of five, and contains 12 
subsections. The dielectric interface extends five units on 
either side of the conductor with five subsections on each 
segment. This is done for different values of dielectric placed 
between the ground plane and the conductor, resulting in the· 
curves of fig. 22. Compared to Farrer [5], who also used a 
method of moments formulation, the results differ by about 2 
percent for the worst cases. Using analytical formulas for 
infinitely thin conductors [21], the results differ by about 
3 percent. 
CONCLUSION 
A versitile and accurate numerical method has been presented 
for the calculation of capacitance and inductance of transmission 
lines in two dimensions. The formulation is achieved using a 
free space Green's function which is solved in terms of the total 
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l 
charges on the conductor to dielectric interfaces and the polar-
ization charge on the dielectric to dielectric interfaces. Each 
interface is then divided into subsections, and the total charge 
at a given subsection is due to the charge induced by the charge 
densities occurring on the other subsections in the system. The 
result is that a set of integral equations a~e obtained which 
are based on the boundary conditions that pertain to the partic-
ular type of interface. This set of integral equations is then 
solved using the method of moments technique, which reduces the 
solution of the system to that of solving a linear system of 
equations by matrix methods. This particular application of the 
method of moments uses point matching for testing functions and 
pulse functions for the expansion set. Thus the induced charge 
·' 
is calculated at the midpoint of the given subsection, with the 
resulting solution being a step approximation to the actual 
function. This technique is readily suited for implementation 
on a computer. 
The solution is valid for an arbitrary number of conductors 
embedded in an arbitrary number of dielectrics. The conductors 
in this case are limited to ones of finite cross section. The ' 
program allows the inclusion of an upper ground plane, and the 
ability to ground selected conductors. Results are obtained 
from this method which are in good agreement with solutions 
·~ 
obtained from other techniques, numerical or otherwise. 
The method of momepts technique does however impose certain 
restrictions due to its manner of solution. First of all, the 
73 
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infinite width dielectric layers and upper ground plane must be 
terminated at some finite positive and finite negativ~ value in 
order for the basis set to be finite. Also, since this tech-
nique relies on trans~orming the solution to that of solving a 
matrix, systems witn complex ge6metries or large number of 
' 
elements result in a very large matrix to be solved. This 
constraint ·can be partially overcome by using more efficient 
algorithms in the matrix solution procedure. 
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APPENDIX A 
The following is a example of the input file used for the 
system of figure 19. 
2 
0 
4 
-4.0,l.0,-1.0,l.0 
2.0 
6 
-1.0,1.0,-1.o,2.o 
1.0 
2 
-l.0,2.0,-4.0,2.0 
1.0 
6 
-4.0,2.0,-4.0,1.0 
1.0 
2 
4 
l.O,l.0,4.0,l.O 
2.0 
6 
4.0,l.0,4.0,2.0 
1.0 
2 
4.0,2.0,l.0,2.0 
1.0 
6 
1.0,2.0,1.o,1.o 
1.0 
2 
1 
3 
-8.0,l.0,-4.0,l.O 
1.0 
2.0 
10 
-1.0,1.0,1.o,1.o 
1.0 
,.,2. 0 
4 
4.0,l.0,9.0,l.O 
1.0 
2.0 
10 
; # of conductors 
; # of grounded conductors 
; # line segments on conductor 1 
; coordinates segment 1 ' 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 2 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 3 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 4 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; # line segments on conductor 2 
; coordinates segment 1 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 2 
; surro~nding d~electric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 3 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 4 
; surrounding dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; number of dielectric interfaces 
; number of line segments on interface 
; coordinates segment 1 
~~ ; upper dielectric value 
; lower dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 2 
; upper dielectric value 
; lower dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
; coordinates segment 3 
; upper dielectric value 
; lower dielectric value 
; number of subsections on line segment 
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APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains the commented source code for the 
previously described program FORTRAN program called C2D 
' 
\ 
. 
~ 
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c************************************************************** c* This programs calculates the 20 capacitance and induc~ance * 
c* matrices for a multiconductor transmission line system * 
c* embedded in a multilayered dielectric media. The orien- * 
c* of the conductors are arbitrary. The solution makes use of* 
c* the method of moments, which involves partitioning inter- * 
c* face boundaries into subsections. The matrix inversion * 
c* technique is set up so that a system is limited to 100 * 
c* subsections. * 
c************************************************************** 
c******************************** 
c* DECLARATION OF VARIABLE TYPE* 
c******************************** 
real xmid(lOO), ymid(lOO), cdval(lOO), dvalp(lOO), 
+dvaln(lOO), xl, x2, yl, y2, subl(lOO), dcdp, dcdn, 
+dee, 
+hyp, si(lOO), co(lOO), b(lOO), cap(20,20) 
integer nsubp(lOO), neon, nsegc, nsubc, ndie, nsegd, 
+nsubd, ngndc 
double precision scoef(l00,100), sinv(l00,100), 
+sind(l00,100), siinv(l00,100), capo(l00,100), 
+capinv(l00,100), al, bl, a2, b2, tll, t12, t21, t22, 
+flalbl, fla2b2, f2albl, f2a2b2, f3albl, f3a2b2, ri, 
+rih, tllal, t12al, t21a2, t22a2, 
+ral, ra2, x(lOO), xi(lOO):. 
c*********************************** 
c* ARRAY VARIABLES * 
c*********************************** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
XMID - x coordinate for subsection midpoint 
YMID - y coordinate for subsection midpoint 
0 
COVAL - value of dielectric at conductor interface DVALP - value of diectric above dielectric interface DVALN - value of dielectric below dielectric interface SI - sine of angle between subsetion and x axis SUBL - length of subsection 
CO - cosine of angle between subsection and x axis 
B - column vector of constant potentials 
CAP - matrix of capacitance coefficients 
CAPO - matrix of free space capacitance coefficients CAPINV - matrix of inductance coefficients 
NSUBP - conductor number for subsection 
SCOEF - matrix of inner products 
SINV - inverse matrix of SCOEF 
SIND - matrix of inner products in free space 
SIINV - inverse matrix of of SIND 
X - solution of free charge densities 
XI - solution of free charge densities in free space 
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c*********************************** c* INPUT VARIABLES * 
c*********************************** 
C 
c Xl - x coordinate of subsection endpoint 
c Yl - y coordinate of subsection endpoint 
c X2 - x coordinate of subs~ction endpoint 
c YX - y coordinate of subsection endpoint 
c DCC - value of dielectric at conductor interface 
c DCDP - value of diectric above dielectric interface 
c DCDN - value of dielectric below dielectric interface 
c NCON - number of conductors 
c NSEGC - number of line segments on conductor perimeter 
c NSUBC - number of subsections on conductor line segment 
c NGNDC - number of grounded conductors in system 
c NDIE - number of dielectric interfaces 
c NSEGD - number of segments on dielectic interface 
c NSUBD - number of subsections for dielectric segment 
c*************************************************** c* statement for opening input file * 
c* input file is named INPUT * 
c*************************************************** 
open(unit=9,file='input' ,status='old' ,access='sequential' 
+,form='formatted') 
c i2c is a counter for the number of subsections that are on a 
c conductor to dielectric type interface. nconc is a counter 
c for the number of conductors in the system 
i2c = 0 
nconc = 0 
c********************************************* 
c* INPUT OF CONDUCTOR GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION* 
c**********~}********************************* \ 
write(*,*) 'Enter number of total conductors' 
read (9,*)ncon 
write(*,*) , Enter number of grounded conductors' 
read (9,*)ngndc 
c repeated for each conductor in the system. For each conductor 
c the number of lines segments comprising its perimeter i~ 
c is needed. If a line segment is common to multiple 
c dielectrics, then this line segment must be broken up into 
c multiple lines with common endpoints 
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cat the location where the dielectric to dielectric interface 
c meets the conductor perimeter. 
do 1 i = 1, neon 
write(*,*) 'Enter number of line segments for 
+ conductor , ,i 
read (9,*)nsegc 
nconc = nconc + 1 
c The information about a line segment is entered, comprising 
c of its~endpoint coordinates, surrounding dielectric value, 
c and the number of subsections for partitioning the line 
c segment. The line segment endpoints must be specified as 
c Xl, Yl,X2, Y2 with the choice of ·the first coordin·ate being 
c either endpoint. The number of subsections specified must 
c be equal or greater than one. Coordinate points and 
c dielectric values are integers and must contain decimal 
c points 
do 2 il = 1, nsegc 
write(*,*) 'Enter endpoint coordinates(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2)' 
read (9, '(4f10.5)') xl,yl,x2,y2 
write(*,*) 'Enter dielectric value surrounding 
+ segment ',il 
read ( 9, * )dee 
write(*,*) , Enter number of subsections on line 
+ segment ',il 
read (9,*)nsubc 
c Finds the angle that the subsection makes with the x axis 
c of the coordinate system. First finds the distance between 
c the 2 endpoints. Then finds the sine and cosine of the 
c angle and stores them in the array SI and CO. Takes absolute 
c values of the angles, since sine is always positive in the 
c 1st and 2nd quadrants. Will later adjust cosine if slope of 
c subsection line segment is negative. 
do 3 i2 = l, nsubc 
i2c = i2c+l 
hyp = sgrt((xl-x2)**2 + (yl-y2)**2) 
si(i2c) = (yl-y2)/hyp 
co(i2c) = (xl-x2)/hyp 
si(i2c) = abs(si(i2c)) 
co(i2c) - abs(co(i2c)) 
c Finds midpoint coordinates of subsections 
c segment is a hori~ontal line 
if(xl .eq. x2)then 
xmid(i2c)=xl 
ymid(i2c)=yl+(y2-yl)/(2*nsubc)+((y2-yl)/nsubc)*(i2-1) 
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end if 
c segment is a vertical line 
if(yl .eq. y2)then 
ymid(i2c)=yl 
xmid(i2c)=xl+(x2-xl)/(2*nsubc)+((x2-xl)/nsubc)*(i2-1) end if 
' 
c segment has finite positive or negative slope 
if(xl .ne. x2 .and. yl .ne. y2)then ymid(i2c)=yl+(y2-yl)/(2*nsubc)+((y2-yl)/nsubc)*(i2-1) xmid(i2c)=xl+(x2-xl)/(2*nsubc)+((x2-x1)/nsubc)*(i2-1) s = (yl-y2)/(xl-x2) 
c changes value of cosine to negative number if slope of c subsection is negative 
O)then if(s .lt. 
co(i2c) 
end if 
end if 
= -co(i2c) q 
cdval(i2c)=dcc 
nsubp(i2c)=nconc . 
,> 
c calculates the length of subsection by dividing line segment c into N equal partitions 
subl(i2c) = sqrt(((xl-x2)/nsubc)**2+((yl-y2)/nsubc)**2) 
print*,xmid(i2c),ymid(i2c),cdval(i2c),nsubp(i2c),subl(i2c) 
3 continue 
2 continue 
1 continue 
c********************************************* c* INPUT OF DIELECTRIC GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION* c********************************************* 
c this follows the same format as the conductor description, c with the exception the two dielectric values are needed, cone for above and one for below the interface 
ndiec = nconc 
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write(*,*) 'Enter number of dielectric interfaces' 
read (9,*)ndiei ~ 
i2d = i2c 
do 4 i3 = 1, ndiei 
write(*,*) 'Enter 
+ dielectric' ,i3 
number of line segments for 
read c, ( 9, * )nsegd ' 
ndiec = ndiec + 1 
do 5 i4 = l, nsegd 
write(*,*) 'Enter endpoint coordinates(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2)' 
read (9, '(4f10.5)') xl,yl,x2,y2 
write(*,*) 'Enter top dielectric value segment' ,i4 
read (9,*)dcdp 
write(*,*) 'Enter bottom dielectric value' 
read (9,*)dcdn 
write(*,*) 'Enter number of subsections on line 
+ segment' ,i4 
read (9,*)nsubd 
do 6 i5 = 1, nsubd 
i2d = i2d + 1 
. 
hyp = sqrt((x1-x2)**2 + (yl-y2)**2) 
si(i2d) = (yl-y2)/hyp 
co(i2d) = (xl-x2)/hyp 
si(i2d) = abs(si(i2d)) 
co(i2d) = abs(co(i2d)) 
if(xl .eq. x2)then 
xmid(i2d)=xl 
ymid(i2d)=yl+(y2-yl)/(2*nsubd)+((y2-yl)/nsubd)*(i5-1) 
end if 
if(yl .eg. y2)then 
ymid(i2d)=yl 
xmid(i2d)=xl+(x2-xl)/(2*nsubd)+((x2-xl)/nsubd)*(i5-1) 
end if 
if (xl .ne. x2 .and. yl .ne. y2)then 
ymid(i2d)=yl+(y2-yl)/(2*nsubd)+((y2-yl)/nsubd)*(i5-1) 
xmid(i2d)=xl+(x2-xl)/(2*nsubd)+((x2-xl)/nsubd)*(i5-1) 
s = (y1-y2)/(xl-x2) 
if(s .lt. O)then 
co(i2d) = -co(i2d) 
end if 
end if .... 
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dvalp(i2d)=dcdp 
dvaln(i2d)=dcdn 
subl(i2d) = sgrt(((x1-x2)/nsubd)**2+((yl-y2)/nsubd)**2) 
nsubp(i2d) = ndiec 
print*,xmid(i2d),ymid(i2d),dvalp(i2d),dvaln(i2d),subl(i2d), 
+nsubp(i2d) 
6 continue 
5 continue 
4 continue 
c******************************************* c* CALCULATION OF MATRIX OF INNER PRODUCTS* 
c******************************************* 
do 9 i9 = 1, i2d 
do 10 ilO = l, i2d 
c calculation of transformation coordinates 
( "'. 
al=(xmid(i9)-xmid(ilO))*si(ilO)+(ymid(i9)+ymid(ilO))*co(i10) bl=(xmid(i9)-xmid(ilO))*co(i10)-(ymid(i9)+ymid(ilO))*si(i10) 
a2=(xmid(i9)-xmid(ilO))*si(i10)-(ymid(i9)-ymid(ilO))*co(i10) \ b2=(xmid(i9)-xmid(ilO))*co(ilO)+(ymid(i9)-ymid(i10))*si(i10) 
c determination of endpoint limits for solution of integral 
tll=subl(i10)*0.5~bl 
t12=-subl(i10)*0.5-bl 
t21=subl(i10)*0.5-b2 
t22=-subl(i10)*0.5-b2 
c avoids division by zero in argument of the arctangent 
if(al .eq. O)then 
tllal = 0 
t12a1 = 0 
ral = 0 
else 
tllal = tll/al 
t12al = t12/al 
ral = 1/al 
·end if 
if(a2 .eg. O)then 
t21a2 = 0 
t22a2 = 0 
ra2 = 0 
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else 
t21a2 = t21/a2 
t22a2 = t22/a2 
ra2 = 1/a2 
end if 
c calculation of inner product for the case where 'field point 
c is on a conductor interface 
' 
if(i9 .le. i2c)then 
f lalb 1= ( ( t 11* log( t l 1**2+al**2 )-2*t 1··1 +2*al*a tan ( t 1 lal) )-
+ ( t 12* log( t 12**.2+al**2 )-2*t 1·2+2*al*a tan ( t 12al)) )*8. 99e+9 fla2b2=((t21*log(t21**2+a2**2)-2*t21+2*a2*atan(t21a2))-
+ (t22*log(t22**2+a2**2)-2*t22+2*a2*atan(t22a2)))*8.99e+8 
c division factor l.Oe+ll, normalizes inner products to a 
c number closer to l, thus in the inversion process numbers 
c that are very small will note be generated. After the 
c inversion process, the inverted matrix will be multiplied 
C by 1/1.0e+ll 
scoef(i9,il0)=(flalbl-fla2b2)/1.0e+ll 
sind(i9,i10)=(flalbl-fla2b2)/l.Oe+ll 
c calculation of inner product for case where the field point 
c is on a dielectric to dielectric interface 
else 
f2albl=ral*atan(tllal)-ral*atan(t12al) 
f2a2b2=ra2*atan(t21a2)-ra2*atan(t22a2) 
f3albl=(log(tll**2+al**2)-log(tl2**2+al**2))*0.5 
f3a2b2=(log(t21**2+a2**2)-log(t22**2+a2**2))*0.5 
ri=(ymid(i9)-ymid(i10)-b2*si(ilO))*f2a2b2-si(ilO)*f3a2b2 
rih=(ymid(i9)+ymid(ilO)+bl*si(ilO))*f2albl+si(ilO)*f3alb 
if(i9 .eq. ilO)then 
scoef(i9,i10)=(dvalp(i9)+dvaln(i9))/(1.77* 
+ (dvalp(i9)-dvaln(i9)))-0.18*rih 
else 
scoef(i9,i10)=0.18*(ri-rih) 
end if 
end if 
10 continue 
9 continue 
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c********************************************* c* CALL TO INVERT THE INNER PRODUCT MATRICES* 
c********************************************* 
call minv(scoef,sinv,i2d,det) 
call minv(sind,siinv,i2c,det) 
c********************************************* c* CALCULATIONS OF THE FREE CHARGE DENSITIES* 
c********************************************* 
\ 
c only for non grounded conductors 
neon ·= neon - ngndc 
' 
c determination of column vector of constant potentials for 
c the ith conductor corresponding to the case where the 
c ith conductor is at one volt and all other conductors 
care grounded 
do 12 i12 = 1, neon 
do 13 i13 = l, i2d 
c checks if subsection resides on ith conductor, if it does 
c the potential for that row in the column vector Bis set 
c to 1 volt 
. 
_, 
if(nsubp(i13) .eq. i12)then 
b(i13) = 1.0 
else 
b(i13) = 0.0 
end if 
13 continue 
c determines the free charge densities in the abscence of any 
c dielectric i.e. [of] = [~J-1(VJ 
20 
19 
do 19 j19 = 1, i2c 
xi(j19) = 0.0 
do 20 j20 =l, i2c 
xi(jl9) = xi(j19)+siinv(jl9,j20)*b(j20)*1.0e-11 
continue 
continue 
c determines the free charge densities in the presence of 
c dielectrics by multiplying the inverse matrix by the 
c column vector of potentials 
do 14 jl = 1, i2d 
x(jl) = 0.0 
do 15 j2 = 1, i2d 
x(jl) = x(jl)+sinv(jl,j2)*b(j2)*1.0e-11 
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if(i12 .eq. l)then 
end if 
15 continue 
14 continue 
c calculates the capacitances associated with the ith 
c conductor. If i12 = i17 then this is the self capacitance 
c of the ith conductor. If i12 is not equal to i17 then this 
c is a coupling capacitance between the ith and jth conductors. 
do 17 i17 = l, neon 
c determines if the subsection is that which is on the ith 
c conductor 
do 18 i18 = l,i2c 
if(nsubp(i18) .eg. i17)then 
c calculates the capacitance of the given subsection on the ith 
c conductor 
' 
cap(il2,i17) = cap(i12,i17)+cdval(i18)*x(i18)*subl(il8) 
capo(il2,i17) = capo(il2,i17) + _xi(i18)*subl(il8) 
else 
cap(i12,i17) = cap(il2,i17) 
capo(il2,i17) = capo(il2,i17) 
end if 
18 continue 
write(*,*) 
17 continue 
'C' ,il2,il7, '=' ,cap(il2,i17) 
12 continue 
c********************************************** c* CALCULATION OF THE INDUCTANCE MATRIX * 
c********************************************** 
c inverts the free space capacitance matrix 
call minv(capo,capinv,ncon,det) 
c multiplies the inverted matrix by the relative permittivity 
c and permeability 
do 21 i21 = l, neon 
do 22 i22 = 1, neon 
capinv(i21,i22) = capinv(i21,i22)*1.llle-17 
write(*,*) 'L' ,i21,i22, '=',capinv(i21,i22) 22 continue 
21 continue 
•• 
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end 
*************************************************************** 
c************************************************************** 
c* SUBROUTINE AINV: INVERTS A MATRIX THAT IS UP TO 100 x 100 * 
c************************************************************** 
subroutine minv(a,ainv,n,det) ' 
c This procedure uses a Guass Jordan reduction technique~ The 
c original matrix is destroyed in the process 
c****1********************************* 
c* DECLARATION OF VARIABLES * 
c************************************** 
real det 
double precision a(l00,100),ainv(l00,100) 
integer n,ipass 
A - the original matrix C 
C 
C \ 
AINV - the returned inverted matrix 
N dimension of matrix 
c The AINV matrix starts out as\ the identity matrix and is 
c transformed into the cinverse by performing the same 
c operations on it, that are required to changed the A matrix 
c into the identity matrix 
det = 1.0 
do 1 . l,n J. --
do 1 • 1,n J --
if(i .eq. j)then 
ainv(i,i) - 1.0 -
else 
ainv(i,j) - 0.0 
-
end if 
1 continue 
c looks for largest value in column 
do 9 ipass = l,n 
• • 1mx = 1pass 
r··-. 
\ do 2 irow = ipass,n 
if(abs(a(irow,ipass)) 
. . 1mx = irow 
.gt. abs(a(im~){pass)))then 
____ _...-
("/ 
end if 
2 continue 
I ) 
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c switches rows so that largest value for the column lies 
con the diagonal 
0 
if(imx .ne. ipass)then 
do 3 icol = 1,n 
temp= ainv(ipass,icol) 
ainv(ipass,icol) = ainv(imx,icol) 
ainv(imx,icol) = temp 
if(icol .ge. ipass)then 
temp= a(ipass,icol) 
a(ipass,icol) = a(imx,icol) 
a(imx,icol) = temp 
end if 
3 continue 
end if 
, .. 
pivot= a(ipass,ipass) 
det = det * pivot 
if(det .eq. O.O)then 
write(*,10) 
stop 
end if 
\ 
·' 
c divides row by the pivot value 
do 6 icol = 1,n 
', 
\ 
ainv(ipass,icol) = ainv(ipass,icol)/pivot if(icol .ge. ipass)then 
a(ipass,icol) = a(ipass,icol)/pivot 
end if 
6 continue 
do 8 irow = l,n 
c determines the row factors for a given column 
if(irow .ne. ipass)then 
factor - a(irow,ipass) 
end if 
,, 
' 
c multiplies the row by th~ row factor and subtracts the c pivot row from the given row. This results in the element c in that row becoming zero in the pivot column. This is 
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c repeated for each row. Thus each element in the pivot c column with the exception of the pivot row becomes 
c zero for the A matrix 
do 7 icol = 1,n 
if(irow .ne. ipass)then 
ainv(irow,icol)=ainv(irow,icol)-factor*ainv(ipass,icol) 
_a(irow,icol)=a(irow,icol)-factor*a(ipass,icol) 
end if 
' 
7 continue 
8 continue 
9 continue 
return 
10 format(5x, '----error in minv----the matrix is singular',/, 
+ lOx, 'program terminated') 
end 
( 
_J 
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